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Abstract The syntax and semantics of only is controversial, in particular in cases
where only appears off the clausal spine, such as when only precedes an object DP. In
one view, only composes with the DP to form a quantifier. In another view, pre-DP
only is locally vacuous, and signals the presence in the LF of a covert propositional
operator. Based on the scope possibilities of pre-DP only relative to modals and
their interaction with ellipsis, we provide a new argument (following Benbaji 2022)
for a theory according to which the meaning associated with only does always come
from a propositional operator at LF, despite surface appearances.
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1 Introduction

Only is traditionally taken to encode a propositional operator, as illustrated by the
lexical entry in (1). Only composes with a prejacent proposition, p, presupposes that
p is true, and quantifies over alternative propositions in its assertive component. This
operator associates with focus, and we take the alternative set to be represented by a
parameter, C.

(1) Propositional only:
JonlyKC = λ p⟨s,t⟩p⟨s,t⟩p⟨s,t⟩.λw : p(w) = 1. ∀p′ ∈C[p′(w) = 1 → p ⊆ p′]

Yet, only can appear at a range of positions in the linear string, including at a
site preceding the pre-vP, as in (2a), and at a site preceding the object DP, as in (2b).
This broad surface distribution poses a well known challenge for how to reconcile
the syntax and semantics of only.
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Pre-DP only is a propositional operator

(2) a. Jill only brought wine. (pre-vP)

b. Jill brought only wine. (pre-DP)

A meaning for only as a propositional operator does fit with data like (2a), assuming
that the vP denotes a proposition, as in (3a). However, the pre-DP appearance of only
in (2b) raises a question for the theory of the syntax-semantics mapping. Given the
meaning in (1), only cannot compose in (3b), the transparent structure for (2b). Only
adjoins to the DP, which denotes a quantifier (or an individual), not a proposition. In
response, the literature has put forward two approaches to the analysis of pre-DP
only. One revises the semantics of only, while the other revises its syntax.

(3) a. [TP Jill1 [vP [ onlyonlyonly [vP t1 brought wineFoc]]]

b. [TP Jill1 [vP t1 brought [only wineFoconly wineFoconly wineFoc]]]

The first approach assumes that there is flexibility in only’s semantic type. In
one analysis, only can type-shift from its basic denotation as a propositional operator
to one that allows it to compose directly with a DP meaning, as in (4) (Rooth 1985).
[only DP] then forms a single quantifier at the level of Logical Form (LF) (see
also e.g. Wagner 2006). The surface syntax for (2b) is (3b), and the LF is (5),
where only composes with wine (understood as ‘some wine’).1 We call this the
Q(uantifier)-Approach.

(4) Q-approach – Quantifier only:
JonlyQKC = λQ⟨est,st⟩Q⟨est,st⟩Q⟨est,st⟩. λ f⟨e,st⟩. JonlyKC(Q( f ))

(5) LF of (2b) in the Q-approach:
[TP Jill1[vP[only wineFoconly wineFoconly wineFoc]2 [vP t1 brought t2]]]

Recent work, however, has pursued a different line of analysis which maintains
a rigid meaning as a propositional operator. In the P(roposition)-Approach, pre-DP
only is not itself interpreted, but realizes a semantically inert functional head, whose
morphology reflects concord with a covert propositional operator. In Quek & Hirsch
2017 and Hirsch 2017, for instance, (2b) is assigned the LF in (6). The hidden
operator, represented as ONLY, has just the basic denotation in (1).2

1 For concreteness, we adopt the Quantifier Raising (QR) theory of the syntax-semantics of quan-
tification (Heim & Kratzer 1998). The conclusions in this paper, however, are independent of the
QR assumption. The argument stays the same also on in situ theories of Generalized Quantifier
integration (e.g. Jacobson 1999).

2 The details of the concord operation are not represented in (6); we return to them in the section 6.2.1
(see also the authors cited below for different implementations). For now, we take (6) as the syntactic
structure on the P-approach.
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(6) LF of (2b) in the P-approach:
[TP Jill1 [ ONLYONLYONLY [vP t1 brought wineFocwineFocwineFoc]]]

Various considerations have been previously put forth to support aspects of the
P-approach, and we will not review them here; see the works of Bayer (1996, 1999,
2018, 2020), Kayne (1998), Lee (2004), Horvath (2007), Cable (2010), Barbiers
(2014), Hole (2015, 2017), Hirsch & Wagner (2019), Sun (2020, 2021), Hirsch
(2022),Branan & Erlewine (2022), among others.

The aim in this paper is to provide a new argument for the P-approach. The
argument is essentially an elaborate version of a point made recently in Benbaji 2022,
using data from Hebrew. Benbaji’s primary concern was with the syntax of ellipsis
in Hebrew question-answer pairs. Our modest goal will be to extend Benbaji’s
observations to English, and to turn them into an explicit argument in opposition to
the Q-approach. We will also explore possible extensions of the argumentation to
other data, including to concord phenomena involving a different operator (negation).

The discussion will proceed as follows. Sections 2-3 present the relevant facts
and generalizations. Section 4 spells out the argument against the Q-approach in
light of these generalizations. Finally, Sections 5-6 consider extensions to further
data with and beyond only.

2 Data: only, modals, and ellipsis

Pre-DP only is known to scopally interact with modals. As observed by Taglicht
(1984), the sentence in (7) allows either of the readings in (7a) or (7b). The crucial
puzzle comes when a continuation with ellipsis is added. In (8), VP ellipsis results
in a curious scope disambiguation effect, where just the surface scope reading is
available.3

(7) Jill may bring only wine. (may > only, only > may)

a. may > onlymay > onlymay > only: Jill is allowed to not bring anything other than wine

b. only > mayonly > mayonly > may: Jill is not allowed to bring anything other than wine

(8) Jill may bring only wine. Bill may △, too. (may > only, *only > may*only > may*only > may)

This disambiguation is a consequence specifically of ellipsis. If the VP is overtly
repeated, and merely gets deaccented, the ambiguity remains. Like (7) in isolation,
(9) is compatible with both scope readings.

(9) Jill may bring only wine. Bill may bring only wine, too.

3 (8) may also allow for ellipsis of just bring wine, with only absent from the ellipsis clause. This
possibility, however, is irrelevant for the following.
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Pre-DP only is a propositional operator

The effect is not confined to modal auxiliaires, but replicates with modal verbs, as
shown with allow in (10), and with have to in (11). Modal verbs differ from modal
auxiliaries in their syntax.

(10) Jill is allowed to bring only wine. Bill is allowed to △, as well.
(allowed > only, *only > allowed*only > allowed*only > allowed)

(11) Jill has to bring only wine. Bill has to △, as well.
(have > only, *only > have*only > have*only > have)

Why does ellipsis impact scope? As we will see over the following sections, the
effect follows from independently established constraints under the P-approach, but
not the Q-approach.

3 An independent constraint

Following Benbaji (2022), we will suggest to tie the puzzle with pre-DP only to
another interaction between only and ellipsis, one observable in baseline data with
pre-vP only. In particular, Beaver & Clark (2008) (henceforth B&C) show that
pre-vP only cannot associate with focus into ellipsis sites. The generalization is
motivated by data like those in (12).

(12) A: I only know he brought WHITE wine. What about you?

a. B: I onlyonlyonly know he brought WHITEFocWHITEFocWHITEFoc wine, too.

b. * B: I onlyonlyonly know he did bring WHITEFocWHITEFocWHITEFoc wine, too.

c. B: I do only know he brought WHITE wine, too.

d. B: I know he did bring white wine, too.

In (12a), only attaches in the matrix clause, and associates with (second-occurrence)
focus on white, which is in the embedded clause. In (12b), the embedded VP is
elided, and the result is ungrammatical. (12c) shows that there is no problem with
eliding a higher constituent which also includes only. (12d) shows that eliding
the embedded VP is grammatical if only and focus association are removed. The
generalization that emerges from (12) can be stated as in (13). In the unacceptable
case, (12b), only is outside the ellipsis site, while its associate is inside, violating the
constraint.

(13) Beaver & Clark’s Constraint: only and its associated Foc cannot be sepa-
rated by a node targeted for ellipsis. (cf. B&C, pp.177)4
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We will not offer any deep explanation for B&C’s constraint. Instead, we will
assume it, and trust that it could follow from more general principles (see Section 6
for a possible direction). In the next section, we show, building on Benbaji 2022,
that the scope restriction with pre-DP only is predicted from B&C’s constraint —
only on the P-approach.

4 The argument

With B&C’s constraint in hand, we turn back to pre-DP only. The core data are
repeated in (14), where a continuation with VP ellipsis disambiguates to a surface
scope reading, with only scoping over the modal. We illustrate the argument with
an example involving the auxiliary may, but the reasoning generalizes to the modal
verb data in (10)-(11) in kind.

(14) Jill may bring only wine. Bill may △, too. (may > only, *only > may*only > may*only > may)

4.1 P-analysis

Under the P-approach, the effect of ellipsis on scope is expected based on B&C’s
constraint. But, how? Being a propositional operator, the covert ONLY attaches to
the vP or higher nodes. The basic ambiguity observed without ellipsis can then be
generated by adjoining ONLY at different scope positions in the syntax. LFs for the
two scope readings are provided below. ONLY adjoins to the vP in (15), and to the
T’ above the modal in (16).

(15) LF 1: may > only:
[TP Jill1 [T’ maymaymay [vP ONLYONLYONLY [vP t1 bring wineFoc]]]]

(16) LF 2: only > may:
[TP Jill1 [T’ ONLYONLYONLY [T’ may [vP t1 bring wineFoc]]]]

Importantly, we take B&C’s constraint in (13) to now be a constraint on the re-
lationship between Foc and the covert ONLY operator. The updated constraint is
formulated in (17).

4 B&C’s constraint could in principle be illustrated using simpler structures, as in (i) from Stockwell
(2020:237). We use the bi-clausal configuration in (12) instead so as to neutralize a possible objection,
namely that (1a) could be unacceptable because it is not very natural for only to surface immediately
higher than an auxiliary even without ellipsis.

(i) a. John only eats CHEESE. *BILL onlyonlyonly does eat CHEESEFocCHEESEFocCHEESEFoc, too.

b. John only eats CHEESE. BILL does onlyonlyonly eat CHEESEFocCHEESEFocCHEESEFoc, too.
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Pre-DP only is a propositional operator

(17) Beaver & Clark’s Constraint, P-approach version: ONLY and its associ-
ated Foc cannot be separated by a node targeted for ellipsis.

The disambiguation effect of ellipsis, repeated in (18), then follows from the con-
straint, as illustrated below. VP-ellipsis targets a node beneath T, shown in the
structures below as the complement of T. In (19), both ONLY and its associate are
inside the ellipsis site. On the other hand, with ONLY adjoined higher in (20), just
the associate is inside the ellipsis. B&C’s constraint is respected in (19), but violated
in (20).5

(18) Jill may bring only wine. Bill may △, too. (may > only, *only > may*only > may*only > may)

(19) High ONLY + ellipsis (respects 17):
[TP Bill1 [T’ may [vP ONLYONLYONLY [vP t1 bring wineFoc]]]]

(20) Low ONLY + ellipsis (violates 17):
* [TP Bill1 [T’ ONLYONLYONLY [T’ may [vP t1 bring wineFoc]]]]

In more general terms, the constraint in (17) prevents ONLY from attaching higher
than the constituent targeted for ellipsis. As a result, if the elided constituent
is beneath the modal, ONLY is restricted to attach within that constituent, and
obligatorily takes narrow scope.

4.2 Q-analysis over-generates

On the Q-approach, it is unclear why the availability of the inverse scope reading
would be impacted by ellipsis. In this approach, recall, pre-DP only is itself inter-
preted, and directly composes with the DP containing its focus associate to form a
complex quantifier (see 5). That analysis thus entails that the interpreted only cannot
be separated from the focus in the derivation. The LFs for the two scope readings
are given in (21) and (22). In (21), the [only DP] quantifier QRs to a scope position
beneath the modal, and in (22), QR targets a position above the modal instead.

(21) LF 1: may > only:
[TP Bill1 [T’ may [vP [only wineFoc]2 [vP t1 bring t2]]]]

(22) LF 2: only > may:
[TP Bill1 [T’ [only wineFoc]2 [T’ may [vP t1 bring t2]]]]

5 In (19)-(20) and throughout the paper we assume that modals like may are base-generated in node T,
and that VP-ellipsis targets the complement of T. As far as we can see, other assumptions about the
syntax of modals and VP-ellipsis will not make a difference.
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Ellipsis is added in (23) and (24), again targeting the complement of T. Because
overt only itself is the operator, the formulation of B&C’s constraint is the original
one in (13). In (23), only and the DP are both within the constituent targeted for
ellipsis at LF, and in (24), they are both outside that constituent. In both cases, then,
B&C’s constraint is respected.6

(23) High QR + ellipsis:
[TP Bill1 [T’ may [vP [only wineFoc]2 [vP t1 bring t2]]]]

(24) Low QR + ellipsis:
[TP Bill1 [T’ [only wineFoc]2 [T’ may [vP t1 bring t2]]]]

In order to block the inverse scope reading, some other constraint would have
to prevent the [only DP] quantifier from undergoing QR out of the ellipsis site.
Crucially, however, there is no general ban on a quantifier taking wide-scope under
ellipsis (see e.g. Sag 1976, Fox 2000). The data in (25) and (26) illustrate with
baseline quantifiers. In (25), the object quantifier is elided, but can still freely QR
out of the ellipsis site to take scope above the modal. The example in (26) shows
that an elided object quantifier can also QR to take wide scope over a pronounced
subject quantifier.

(25) a. The duke may marry most commoners.
b. The prince may ∆, too. (✓most > may)

(26) a. A boy is standing on every building.
b. A girl is ∆, too. (✓every > a)

As far as we can see, the Q-approach would over-generate inverse scope, unless
a specific stipulation prohibits high QR of an [only DP] quantifier in ellipsis contexts.
While we cannot rule out such a stipulation, that would not seem to follow from
a general constraint. Hence, we conclude that the scope freezing effect is most
directly captured in the P-approach, where it follows as another consequence of
B&C’s constraint.

5 Scope of only correlated with the size of ellipsis

In this section, we aim to substantiate a further prediction of the P-analysis for scope
in ellipsis contexts. To re-iterate, B&C’s constraint, as rendered in the P-approach,

6 For exposition, we assume that B&C’s constraint is sensitive to the LF configuration, but this is not
crucial. Suppose that the constraint applied in the narrow syntax or at PF. At those points in the
derivation, on the Q-approach, the quantifier [ only wine ] is in situ, and so only and wine are together
within the elided constituent, again satisfying B&C’s constraint.
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Pre-DP only is a propositional operator

prohibits the ONLY operator from attaching outside the ellipsis site at the same time
that its associate is elided. A prediction arises: the possible attachment sites for
ONLY should interact with the size of the ellipsis, as shown schematically in (27).

(27) Predicted interaction between ellipsis size and scope:

a. [ ... ONLY ... M ... [E ... only DP ... ]] (✗ ONLY > M)

b. [ ... [E ONLY ... M ... only DP ... ]] (✓ ONLY > M)

In the preceding section, we considered the configuration in (27a), where VP-ellipsis
takes place in the complement of a modal, M. In order for B&C’s constraint to be
respected, ONLY must attach beneath M, and so pre-DP only is perceived to take
narrow scope. Suppose, however, that ellipsis instead targets a higher node, which
includes the modal. In that case, ONLY can attach above M and still be present within
the ellipsis site, as shown in (27b). Because (27b) respects B&C’s constraint, only
should be able to take perceived wide scope with high ellipsis.

Benbaji (2022) shows that the prediction is borne out in Hebrew data similar to
the English case in (28b). (28a) is repeated for comparison. While (28a) involves
VP-ellipsis beneath the modal, (28b) involves stripping above the modal. (28b)
contrasts with (28a) in the possible scope of only. If Jill and Bill necessarily bring
nothing other than wine, (28b) is felicitous, indicating that it does allow a reading
where only takes wide scope over may. The reading derives as in (29), bearing out
(27b).

(28) Jill may bring only wine.

a. Bill may △, too. (may > only, *only > may*only > may*only > may)

b. Bill △, too. (may > only, only > mayonly > mayonly > may)

(29) High ONLY + stripping:
[TP Bill1 [T’ ONLY [T’ may [vP t1 bring wineFoc]]]]

We observe that the predicted effect of ellipsis size on scope can also be detected
in bi-clausal configurations. In the baseline example in (30), the scope of only
relative to have is ambiguous. Both of the readings in (30a) and (30b) are attested.
As a result of the bi-clausal configuration, there are two VPs, each of which could
be targeted for VP-ellipsis.

(30) Jill has to bring only wine.

a. It has to be that Jill brings nothing else. (have > only)

b. Jill does not have to bring anything else. (only > have)
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In (31a), the embedded VP is targeted for ellipsis, beneath the intensional predicate.
In (31b), the matrix VP is elided, so the intensional predicate is deleted. In (31a),
only takes fixed narrow scope, but the ambiguity observed in (30) without ellipsis is
preserved in (31b).

(31) Jill has to bring only wine.

a. Bill has to △, as well. (have > only, *only > have*only > have*only > have)

b. Bill does △, as well. (have > only, only > haveonly > haveonly > have)

The contrast in the availability of wide scope for only is again predicted by B&C’s
constraint in the P-analysis. To derive the reading, ONLY would have to attach at a
site above have, such as to the matrix vP. With low ellipsis in (31a), ONLY would
therefore be left outside the ellipsis site while the focus is elided, as in (32), violating
B&C’s constraint. By contrast, (31b) allows for the derivation in (33), which respects
the constraint. With the larger ellipsis in (31b), ONLY can be elided together with
the focus.

(32) High ONLY + embedded VP-ellipsis (violates constraint):
* [TP Bill1 [vP ONLYONLYONLY [vP have to [vP t1 bring wineFoC]]]]

(33) High ONLY + matrix VP-ellipsis (respects constraint):
* [TP Bill1 [vP ONLYONLYONLY [vP have to [vP t1 bring wineFoC]]]]

We can further bring out the intuition by considering an example where pragmatic
considerations bias wide scope of only. Consider the set up in (34) (after Hirsch
2017). On the natural reading of (34), paraphrased below, only takes scope above
have. If only took narrow scope, (34) would convey that the tenure requirement is
that Anna publish exactly two papers. This would carry the odd entailment that she
cannot publish three or more papers. With only taking wide scope, the reading still
allows that she could publish more than two papers, if she wishes.7

(34) To get tenure, Anna has to write only [DP two papers].
⇝ Anna does not have to write more than two papers (only > have > two)

In (35), different continuations with VP-ellipsis are introduced. We note that the
natural reading is lost when ellipsis targets the embedded VP in (35a), but is retained
when ellipsis targets the matrix VP in (35b).

7 The reading is not just an inverse scope reading, but a split scope reading. While only takes wide
scope above have, the DP following only (two papers) is interpreted de dicto, with narrow scope
under have. Hirsch (2017) builds an independent argument for the P-approach based on the scope
split between only and the DP.
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(35) Anna has to write only two papers.

a. # Ben has to △, also. (#They’re both so lucky!)

b. # Ben does △, also. (They’re both so lucky!)

The contrast in felicity makes clear that the availability of wide scope for only differs
between high and low ellipsis configurations, as predicted. The derivation for the
target reading in the P-analysis is shown with embedded VP-ellipsis in (36a) and
matrix VP-ellipsis in (36b). Just like in (32) and (33), B&C’s constraint is respected
only with high ellipsis.

(36) High ONLY + embedded vs. matrix VP-ellipsis:

a. * [TP Ben1 [vP ONLY [vP have to [vP t1 write twoFoc papers]]]]

b. * [TP Ben1 [vP ONLY [vP have to [vP t1 write twoFoc papers]]]]

Overall, in combination with B&C’s constraint, the P-analysis makes fine-grained
predictions about when ONLY is confined to take narrow scope in ellipsis contexts,
and when wide scope is possible. Whether the wide scope parse is possible depends
on the size of the constituent targeted for ellipsis, precisely as the constraint predicts.

6 Conclusion and possible extension: beyond only

6.1 Summary

To summarize, in the preceding sections we have compared two approaches to
the syntax and semantics of pre-DP only based on their ability to directly predict
observed restrictions on the scope of only in ellipsis contexts. The competing
approaches are recapitulated below.

• Quantifier-approach: assumes flexibility in only’s semantic type, so that
only+DP compose to form a generalized quantifier.

• Propositional-approach: posits a uniform propositional operator; pre-DP
only is not itself interpreted but reflects the presence of a covert propositional
operator (ONLY).

We provided an argument, based on Benbaji 2022, against the Q-approach and for
LFs such as (37), in accord with the P-approach.

(37) LF in the P-approach:
[TP Jill1 [ ONLYONLYONLY [vP t1 brought wineFocwineFocwineFoc]]]
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When ellipsis occurs within the complement of an intensional predicate, pre-DP
only is confined to take narrow scope beneath that predicate. We showed that the
Q-approach over-generates the unattested reading, since quantifiers can in general
take wide scope out of ellipsis domains. On the other hand, the P-approach predicted
the restriction, given a constraint on the relationship between ONLY and its associate,
motivated independently in baseline data with pre-vP only. Moreover, we saw that
the P-approach correctly predicts that ONLY can take wide scope when ellipsis targets
a higher node above the modal. The size effect was supported in both mono-clausal
data with stripping, and in bi-clausal data.

6.2 Beyond only

We end the paper with a discussion on whether the results for only might fit with
patterns characteristic of concord phenomena more generally. The discussion will
be based on a similarity in the scope behavior of only and negative indefinites in
ellipsis contexts. The conclusions of this section are tentative, and aim to establish a
direction for future research.

6.2.1 Only in a system of concord

The P-approach takes pre-DP only to be an instance of concord with a covert ONLY

operator. To this point, we have ignored some of the details: what is the mechanism
by which the abstract propositional ONLY operator comes to be associated with an
overt morphological reflex at a pre-DP position? For concreteness, we will present
the derivation for only concord in Quek & Hirsch 2017 and Hirsch 2017. Consider
the basic examples with pre-vP and pre-DP only in (38a) and (38b).

(38) a. Jill only brought whiteFoc wine.

b. Jill brought only whiteFoc wine.

Despite differing in surface phonology, both examples are proposed to share the
same underlying structure, as in (39). Only is built from two syntactic heads. The
higher head is the propositional operator, ONLY. The lower head, F, is a semantically
inert functional element. F occurs more local to the focused constituent, and is
characterized as a focus marker.8 The two heads come specified for an operator-
specific feature. F bears [uO], and Agrees with [iO] on ONLY. With respect to
pronunciation, overt only can optionally realize the [O] feature at either site, as per
the PF rule in (40). Pre-vP only is thus an exponent of ONLY, whereas pre-DP only

8 Hirsch (2017, 2019) argues that the relation between F and the focused constituent is subject to
locality constraints. We will not elaborate on this here.
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is an exponent of F instead. In this way, overt only can appear at the DP-level, as a
concord morpheme reflecting agreement between ONLY and F.

(39) The anatomy of ‘only’ (detailed):

TP

T’

onlyP

vP

VP

FP

DP

[white]Foc wine

F[uO]

brought

ti

ONLY[iO]

T

Jill1

C
O

N

CORD

(40) PF rule (English): Realize ONLY at PF with only in exactly one of the linked
positions: {ONLY[iO], F[uO]}.

The concord derivation may open up a different way to think about B&C’s
constraint. Suppose that instead of regulating the relation between ONLY and the
focus associate itself (Foc), the constraint in fact regulates the relation between ONLY

and the functional head, F. That is, the constraint might restrict the dependency
between the operator and the concord item. If so, parallel restrictions might be
expected with other concord phenomena. Negative indefinites present a potential
further case.

6.2.2 Negative indefinites

Penka (2011) (and other literature) has proposed that negative indefinites reflect
concord with a silent sentential negation. On that theory, the sentence in (41a) is
analyzed as in (41b). NEG is a semantically contentful covert operator, while the
quantifier encodes a regular existential. The quantifier bears a [uNEG] feature, and
Agrees with [iNEG] on the covert negation. The negative morphology on no thus
reflects concord with NEG.
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(41) a. Mary read no book.

b. [TP Mary1 [NEG[iNEG] [vP t1 read ∃[uNEG] book]]]

One argument for this view comes from split scope readings in which the negation
takes scope at a different height than the existential quantifier. Split scope was
observed for German in, for instance, Bech 1955 and Jacobs (1980, 1991). The
English data point in (42) is due to Potts (2000). On its natural reading, negation
takes scope above the modal, while the existential takes scope below. The concord
approach allows for the LF in (43), where NEG attaches in the matrix clause, while
the existential QRs within the embedded clause, capturing the attested split scope
effect.

(42) The company need fire no employees. (¬> need > ∃)
‘The company doesn’t need to fire any employee.’

(43) [TP the co1 [ NEG[iNEG] [ need [vP ∃[uNEG] employees [vP t1 fire t2]]]]]

Strikingly, negative indefinites pattern in a similar way to only in ellipsis contexts
(Van Craenenbroeck & Temmerman 2017).9 In the baseline case in (44), the negation
can optionally take scope above the modal, and that reading is the salient one in this
example.

(44) Quentin Tarantino can offer no help. (¬> can)
‘It is not possible for Tarantino to offer help.’

With ellipsis, the scope possibilities for negation interact with the size of the ellipsis.
Van Cranenbroeck & Temmerman establish the intuition with the contrast in (45).
The natural reading, with negation scoping wide, is unavailable in (45a), where the
complement of the modal is elided, but is available in (45b), with a larger ellipsis
including the modal.

(45) A- Who can offer no help?

a. # B- Quentin Tarantino can! (∗ ¬> can)

b. B’- Quentin Tarantino! (✓ ¬> can)

From the perspective of the concord analysis, the contrast in (45) can be taken to
motivate a direct counterpart of B&C’s constraint. As stated in (46), the underlying
NEG morpheme cannot be separated by ellipsis from its concord item, the existential
realized as no.

9 We are grateful to Ido Benbaji (p.c.) for drawing our attention to Van Craenenbroeck & Temmerman
(2017)’s paper.
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(46) Constraint on negative indefinites:
NEG[iNEG] and a concord item (∃[uNEG]) cannot be separated by a node targeted
for ellipsis.

A high scoping NEG would be separated from the existential by ellipsis in (45a),
with low ellipsis, but not in (45b), with high ellipsis. The derivations in (47) and
(48) illustrate how the contrast follows from (46).

(47) High NEG + low ellipsis (violates 46):
* [TP Mary1 [NEG[iNEG] can [vP t1 offer ∃[uNEG] help]]]

(48) Low NEG + low ellipsis (respects 46):
* [TP Mary1 [NEG[iNEG] can [vP t1 offer ∃[uNEG] help]]]

So, pre-DP only and negative indefinites in English may be unified as concord
phenomena, and both obey a parallel constraint in ellipsis data. In principle, then,
it is possible to subsume the constraint on ONLY in (17) and the constraint on NEG

in (46) under a more general principle such as (49). (49) prohibits any operator
from being separated from a concord item by ellipsis, regardless of the operator and
concord item. As formulated, the constraint restricts the mechanism that establishes
concord.

(49) A general constraint?
OP[iOP] and X[uOP] cannot be separated by ellipsis.

If this is on the right track, an immediate question that arises is to what extent
(49) is viable with concord phenomena cross-linguistically. We leave a detailed
investigation for future research.10

10 One obvious prediction of (49) is that languages overtly exhibiting negative concord, like Italian,
Polish, Spanish and Hebrew, will not allow ellipsis to intervene between the (overt) negation marker
and (an elided) negative indefinite. At least in the latter two languages, this prediction does not seem
to be borne out. A Hebrew example is in (i).

(i) Ani
I

raiti
saw

miSehu,
someone,

ve-ata
and-you

lo
not

raita af exad
saw N- one

‘I saw someone, and you didn’t see anyone’ (Hebrew)

It seems relevant that, as opposed to in English, the negative marker which licenses object neg-DPs is
overt in transparent negative concord languages. However, at present we are unsure what to make of
this fact, and we hope to resolve it on a later occasion.
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